Neural processing of sensory signals relies on spatially and temporally distributed patterns of activity across a population of neurons; understanding the structure of these patterns of activity is key to understanding neural codes and thus how information is extracted from the environment to guide specific behaviors. It has long been recognized that a population of neurons of the same type, in a given brain area and subserving a similar function, must be regarded as a synergistic whole [1] . Only in recent years has the heterogeneity of neural properties within such a population, and its critical importance to the function of the population, been fully appreciated [2, 3] .
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In the electrosensory system of gymnotiform fish, neural heterogeneity in the primary sensory area of the hindbrain (i.e. the ELL) has been shown to enhance the accuracy of encoding of a specific kind of communication signal: big chirps. Big chirps are commonly produced by males during courtship interactions with females. As with any courtship signal, its quality could influence the female's response, and thus, detailed information about the signal's characteristics should be acquired by the nervous system. The pyramidal cells of the ELL respond to big chirp with a graded increase in firing rate, and their spiking patterns are very variable from cell to cell, much more than from one response of a cell to another response of the same cell to the same stimulus. Even cells that belong to the same sub-class can differ significantly in their response patterns. In a recent paper [4] it was shown that a simple decoder relying on the output of this heterogeneous population of cells could perform a discrimination task with more accuracy than if the input to the decoder was a population of homogeneous cells. The homogeneous response was mimicked by assembling a population response made of several responses of the same cell. In this analysis we compared two scenarios: an artificially homogeneous population input to an input made of the simple sum of randomly selected cells from the heterogeneous population. Theory predicts that the exact composition of this heterogeneous population should influence the amount of information it carries and that the composition should limit the redundancy of the information coded while still allowing for neural noise to be averaged out. Here, we aim to determine empirically the composition of the population response that would allow the decoder to most accurately perform a discrimination task.
In vivo responses of ELL pyramidal cells to several repetitions of a variety of big chirps were recorded. The response of each cell was transmitted to the decoder through a synapse of variable strength. A decoder based on a spike-train distance metric [5, 6] allowed us to quantify the amount of information carried by the population input and estimate the accuracy with which two different big chirps could be discriminated. A supervised learning rule changed the weight of the synapses between each cell and the decoder thereby shaping the population input to allow more accurate discrimination. After the synapse weight reached their optimal value we characterized the composition of the population input. The learning process selected components of the population that were least correlated and that were also reliable in their spiking pattern from trial to trial. The large difference between the discrimination accuracy before and after learning has occurred suggests that such a shaping of population inputs would permit the system to perform significantly better and thus, our results show how plasticity could fine-tune a network to maximize the amount of information it carries.
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